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s(n) denotes the sum of binary digits of n. We give new asymptotic estimates con- 
cerning the power sum S,,(N)=&,,,. s(n)‘, where d is a fixed real number. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. 
Throughout this paper, s(n) denotes the number of ones in the binary 
expansion of the natural integer n. In other words, if 
n= f e,(n)2’ with e,(n) E (0, 1 }, 
t-=0 
we have 
s(n)= f e,(n). 
t-=0 
For all positive integer N and all real number d, we set 
S,(N) = c eJ)“> O<n<N 
with the convention that S,(N) = N, and we put 
lELogN 
Log2’ 
+ Professor Jean Coquet passed away on July 23, 1984. 
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Many papers have been devoted to the asymptotic behaviour of S,(N). 
as can be seen in an article of Stolarsky [Xl. Refining a previous result of 
Trollope [9], Delange proved (in the general case of q-adic expansion) the 
following result [2]. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a .function F: [w -+ Iw, of‘ period 1, continuous, 
nowhere differentiable such that 
s,(N)=N;+ NF(l). 
Moreover, Delange obtained the Fourier expansion of F. In the paper 
[S], Stolarsky proved: 
THEOREM 2. For all d 3 0, S,(N)=N(1/2)“+O(NI” ‘;‘(LogI)‘;‘), 
where the implicit constant depends onl?, on d. 
THEOREM 3. Let d denote a positive integer 
(1) S,(N)=N(1/2) “+O(Nf ‘) ,h w err the implicit constant depends 
only on d. 
(2) Let CX,, = lim sup (S,(N) - N(1/2)d)( NI” ’ ) ’ and let PC, be the 
corresponding lim inf. Then x,! > jl,,. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that Theorem 3 holds for real num- 
bers d and to give the values of x,, and j,,. 
In the case when d = 1, Drazin and Griffith [3] proved that 
2, =o and 
Log 3 
p, =-- 
2 Log 2 
1. 
a result rediscovered by later authors [ 1, 5, 71 (see also [6]). 
From theorem 1, it is plain that 
a,=SupF and /I, = Inf F. 
1.2. The Results 
THEOREM 4. ( 1) For every integer p 3 1, there are,functions G,., : Iw -+ [w, 
0 < t < p, qf period 1, such that 
‘+ N 1 /'G,,.,(l) 
oar< rl 
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(2) The functions G,,, verifv the following induction formulas: 
for d32 andsdd-2. 
From (B) with r = d - 2, we have 
2Pdd(d-1)+dGd~,,,~,=2(d-1)G,d~,, 
from which we easily deduce that 
G,,, ~,=d(d-1)2- ’ ‘+~i2’~~~F. (Cl 
We do not prove the continuity of the functions G,,, (which would result 
from the continuity of the functions G,,,), nevertheless we obtain the 
following theorem suggested by the relation (C): 
THEOREM 5. For all real number d, 
where the implicit constant depends onl~~ on d. 
A straightforward consequence of theorem 5 and of the results con- 
cerning x, and b, is 
COROLLARY. For all real number d, 
S,(N)=N ; ‘+O(Nl” 0 ‘) 
and 
a,=d(d-1)2-l- “, fid=d(d-l)2 lmd+d2’ ‘I 
In the case when d= 2, we have a more precise statement: 
THEOREM 6. S,(N) = N(@)‘+ Nf(a + F(l)) + NG(l), where G: R + Iw is 
a continuous ,function of period 1. 
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II. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
We use induction on p. The relation (A) holds for p = 1 with G,., = F. 
Let us assume that (A) holds for all p < d. We have 
SA2.M) - 2SdN) 
= c s(2nf+ 1 s(2n+ l)“-2 1 s(n)” 
n<N ncN n<N 
= 
?I<N 
On the other hand, if (A) is true for p=d, the following relation 
necessarily holds: 
S,(2N) - 2&(N) 
=q+)d-(i)? y<d + 2N c ((1 + W- lq) G,.,(Z) 
=Nz 
Z<d (3 
z 21-d1’+2N 1 G,,(l) c Cl I 
q<d i<Y 0 t 
2’-“+ c 2 
rcycd 
From the unicity of the functions G,., we derive the relations (B) by 
comparing (1) and (2). 
Now, we have to verify, with the periodic functions Gd,,,..., G,,_ , 
defined by the relations (B), that 




is a period function of 1 (called G,,), in other words that 
4[l&N) = il/AW (3) 
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But 
= N-%,(N)+; c l’Gp,,U) 
Pcd 
:‘, 2-“1’ 1 I’ c (3 G,,(i) 
O<r<d r<y<d 





H,(I)= -2-l-’ (~-~~~<d0Gp.T(z)+2-d(~+~~<d(~)Gd,u(l). 
From (B) 
H,=O if z =O, 
= G,, if t # 0. 
Thus (3) is verified, the relation (A) holds at rank d, and Theorem 4 is 
proved. l 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
III. 1. Lemmas 
LEMMA 1. For all real number d, 
s,(2k) = 2k ((;r+T(!!!-‘+ojk”-2)) 
where the implicit constant depends only on d. 
Proof We shall use the “large deviations” inequality [4, p. 171, 
(4) 
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At iirst, if d # 0, 
From (4) with 2 = k/4, we get 
For ?E C--f, f], we have 
d(d- I) 
(1 +t)“= 1 +dt+2 tz+4d- f Nd-2) 
6 
I” $ U(t4) 
from which we derive with t = 2j/k - I, 
Since 2(k - j)/k - 1 = -(2j/k - 1 ), we obtain 
k k 
XC . 
0 j=() J 
(Zi-k12+O(k” 4~~(~~~2,j-k~4~ 
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+“(kdj~,4(~))+O(kd~2j,4,(~)(k-Zi)2) 
kd k d-1 = - 0 2 2k+d(d-1) -7-z 0 2k+0(2kkd~2)+O(kd2kenp( -;)) 
(6) 
from (4). Equations (5) and (6) give Lemma 1. [ 
Note. If d b 0, Lemma 1 can be proved without (4). 
Now let us write N=2”+a,2”-‘+ ... +a,~,2+a, with aie (0, l} so 
that 
l=v+ (1). 
LEMMA 2. We have the relation 
S,(N) = Sd(2Y) + r$, a, c tsb) + 1 + a, + ... + a,- I)4 
n<2Y-’ 
ProoJ: 
S,(N) = Sd(2”) + i c s(n + 2’ + ... +a,-,2 “+‘-Yd. I 
r= 1 n<a/2- 
LEMMA 3. (1) If d 2 2, we have for all integer c 2 1, 
.Fzk (S(n) + C)d- s,(2k) - Cds,- ,(2k) = O(c’(k + C)d-22k). 
(2) Ifd<2, we have for all integer cd 1, 
n;2k (S(n) + C)d- S,(zk) - CdSd-,(2k) = O(c2kd+22k) 
where the implicit constants depend only on d. 
Proof. 
(1) 1 (S(n)+C)d--d(2k)--dSd~1(2k) 
n < zk 
((j+c)d- jd-cdjd-‘) 
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((j+c)d ~‘-jdPJ )=cd(d-1) i /f j’+‘t” ‘dt 




j (j + c)~-’ < c2d2(k + c)“~ 22k 
j=O 
(2) 1 (s(n) + C)d- &(zk) - cds,_ ,(2”) 
n < 2k 
= lcd+/tl (1) ((j+ ~)~-j”- cdjdpl) 
<cd+Idl f (k)l’i’lr”‘P-‘idt 
j=I J J 
<cd+Idl c i : I(j+~)~p~-j~p~) 




= cd+ c20(2kkd~2) from Lemma 1. 1 
LEMMA 4. For all real number d, 
where the implicit constant depends only on d. 
Proof: (1) The case when d< 2. From Lemma 2, the left-hand side is 
1 ( i a, nc;m (s(n)+ 1+ ... +a,-,)” r=l ” r 
( 
v-1 
+0 1 (1 +a, + ... +a,+I)2(v-r)d-22Ypr 
r= I > 
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from Lemma 3, 
v-l 
,< Max(l,vd) + 0 C r’(v - r)d--22v--r . 
r=l 
But, 
r22-rf 1 r22-r 2’ 
r 3 v/2 
= 0(2’~~-~) + qv22’f9 = o(2vv”-2). 
(2) The case when d> 2. From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have the 
upper bound 
... +a,-,)22”-r(V-r+I +a,+ ... +a,-,)d-2 
= 0 
i 
2” i &J-r&- Lx 0(2”$-*). 
r-1 
111.2. End of the proof 
We drop the case when d 3 2 which is easier. Let d < 2. From Lemma 1, 
and since sd( 1) = 0, 
5,(2’)+ i U,S,(2’-‘)+d i a,(1 + ..’ +a,-,)S,_,(2”-‘) 
r=l r=i 
+d 1 a,(l+a,+ ... +a,.-,)2-’ 
r=l 
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xyy(;)“‘+;~: (Eg la,2 g 
v-- 1 v-r ’ 
+2”d c f&(1+ .L. +u, ,)2--’ - 
r=l ( 1 
’ 
2 
+ O(2”Vd-- 2, (7) 
by a calculation similar to that of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 5. 
Y -- 1 
(1) C a,2-‘(v-r)“-vd i f~,2~-‘+dv’-~ i rff,2-‘=O(vd -‘) 
r=l r=l ,= 1 
v-l 
(2) C (v-r)d-La,2-‘-vd-1 
I= 1 
.f, a,2-‘= O(vd-2) 
1’-. 1 
(3) c a,(1 + *** -i-a,-,)2-‘(v-r)“-I--&’ 
r=l 
x i a,(1 + .‘. +a,-,)2-‘=O(vd-2) 
r=l 
where the implicit constants depend o&y on d. 
ProoJ: We only prove the first relation. The left-hand side is bounded 
by 
2-“vd(l+ IdI)+ c 2’l(v-r)“-vd+rdvLI-‘1 
+2-“* ,/,& ( vd+ r/d/ vd-’ + (v-r)“)). 
Since (I- x)~ = 1 - dx + 0(x2) on the interval [O, + J (and even on [O, 1 ] if 
d is positive!), we get the upper bound 
O(l)-+0 vde2 2 r22-r 
> 
+2-“/20(Max(v”+‘, v)) = O(vd- 2). 
r=l 
From (7), Lemma 4, and Lemma 5, we deduce with a, = 1, 
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x i a,(1 + ... +a,-,) 2-’ 
r-1 
x i: a,(l+ ..’ +a,.-,)2-’ 
‘==I 
-2-w- _ “(‘)“-I i ro’2-‘)+O(Nid-‘i. 
2 2 ‘=I 
Theorem 5 is proved and we find 
a bounded function. 1 
IV. PRG~F OF THEOREM 6 
The existence of G is ensured by Theorem 4. 
IV.l. Expression of G 
M1:22.2-4 
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We could obtain G by repeating the calculation of Section III but there 
is a shorter way, 
from Theorem 1 
J2--) ~,(N-~~,IN 
4 iv 
Delange remarked [2, p. 341 that 
S,(N)= c I)\([2 ‘r]-2[2--‘m’t])dt. 
0 s I < Y * 
In the same way, since 
e,(n) e,(n) = J’+ ’ u ([2-‘t]-2[2--‘--‘t])([2-.?-2[2 ’ ‘t])cit, 
we find 
= r: /*(cz ‘t]-2[2-‘-‘4) 
oCr.ss’~ ” 
~([2~~V]-2[2Y--“t])dt. 
For the sake of simplicity, we put e,(t) = [ 2 ‘r] - 2[2 - 1 - “t J for reul 
numbers t. Thus 
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Since the “expectations” of e,(t) and (e,(r) - e,(r))* are both +, we write 
12-1 v(v+ 1) 
G(l)= 4 --4+ (1 - {l}) 
-2-’ 1 j2’(-i+(e,(r)-e.,(r))*)dt. (8) 
o<s<r<v 0 
On the one hand, 
I”-1 v(v+l) -- 
4 
; (I_ iq)+ wy1+2 
4 (9) 
On the other hand, 
2-’ f: j2’(e,(f)-f)dt= i 2~+‘~~‘?^2’~‘~‘(czu,-2[u,-~)du 




= ,y 2’+‘-’ o ([2u]-2[u]-t)du 
~ ‘X < r < ” 
since 2’-‘-’ is an integer for negative integers r, 
= f 2’-:‘1~i&i’i’+~([2u]-z[ul-i)du (10) 
k=O 
(put k = v - r). 
Since 2’ is an integer, 
s :‘(-i+(e,(r)-e,(r))*)dt=O if s<O<rors<rdO. 
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Thus. 
2-l c j2’(-i+ie,(r)-e,(t))‘)dr 
O<s<r~v 0 
=2-J c fZi(-t+(e,(l)--r,(tj)2)~t 
--m<s<rrv 0 
=2-’ f f f2’(-:+(e,,(t)-~,,-x-,(t)!21dt 
k=Oj=, 0 
(put k=s-r and j=r-s) 
=2-/ f Zlfv-k 
k=O 




= 2’ - ic f2k 
k=O 
x f i21/;+k-l 
(-$+([2u]-2[u]-[2~fLu]+2[2’u])2)du 
j-1 * 
(the series are convergent ). 
Finally, (8), (9), (lo), (I 1 ), give 
x f 2 ok 12i/i-lQ 
([2u]-2[u]-9du 
k=O 0 
-21-r/1 2 2 k 
k=O 
l-i+ (E2ul-2[u] - [2i+‘u] +2[2’u])2) du. 
IV.2. G is Continuous 
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We only prove the continuity on the open interval 10, 1 [. Since the con- 
tinuity on this interval of 
,+kzo,-q2’-‘-k ([2u] -2[u] -4) du 
0 
has been proved in [2], we only have to verify the continuity on the inter- 
val 14, l[ of: 
x+ f 2pk f j~~2k(-f+([2u]-2[u]-[2’+‘u]+2[2h])2)du. 
k=O ,=l 0 
From a well-known theorem on series of functions, we are led to verify 
that 
x+f(x)= f j’(-f+([2u]-2[U]+2[2ju]-[2’+‘u])’)du 
,=l 0 
is a bounded continuous function on R. 
At first, for every integer k and every integer j > 1, 
s k+l k (-~+wu]-2[u]-[2’+‘u]+2[2’u])2)du=O 
as can be seen by dividing the interval [k, k + I] into subintervals of length 
2-1-j 
Thus, f has period 1 and we verify its continuity on [0, 11. Let us con- 
sider two points x and y satisfying 
obx<y6+ and ?,-x<2P“withuEN* 
(the same calculation holds on the interval [$ 11). 
I’ -I’ ( -; + ([2u] - 2[u] - [2’+‘u] + 2[2’~])~) du 
s 
r 
= ([pf’ u] - 2[2’u] - i) du. 
I 
If j< u, we have clearly 
If j> u, we consider the points 2 -jb, with natural b, in [x, y]: 
x<2-‘b,< ... <2p’co< y. 
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Since [2 ‘+ ‘u] - 2[2’u] - t takes alternatively the values i and - + on 
the intervals [2 - ‘h, 2-‘(h + 1 )[, we get 
lj ’ (-++([2u]-2[u] +2[2’u]- [2”‘U])‘)dZC <2 ‘. I 
Therefore we obtain 
which gives with an accurate choice of v: 
IJ‘(?,)-f(x)1 </y-xl (2+L;y;‘). 
IV.3. Remarks 
(1) The function G is nowhere differentiable. 
(2) The results in this paper can be extended to sums of q-adic digits. 
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